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CONSTRUCTION HISTORY:
BETWEEN TECHNOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY

INTRODUCTION

Construction history is a thriving domain. With its international attendance and the large range of themes and topics dealt with, the Second International Congress of Construction History organized in Cambridge in spring 2006 was a good proof of it. Some twenty years ago, a similar enterprise would have been certainly more modest in scope and ambition. This spectacular success provides a good opportunity to question construction history, to envisage in particular the type of relation it has or should have with other domains of historical research. In this paper, I would like to examine in particular its position vis-à-vis history of technology on the one hand, cultural history on the other.

While its relation to history of technology may seem simple at first, a closer look reveals a series of complex problems. For construction history represents both an integral part of history of technology and a very special field with strong idiosyncrasies. What are the sources of these idiosyncrasies? Should they be cultivated or rather toned down? These are some of the issues that arise almost immediately upon the examination of the relation between construction history and history of technology.

---

How can construction history contribute to the historical study of culture, in the broad sense given to that latter term by anthropology and sociology, represents another interrogation. This interrogation is of course part of a more global question regarding the articulation between technology and culture. On that subject the proposition I would like to make towards the end of this article is that construction history offers today a unique opportunity to rethink the relations between technology and culture. Part of its appeal, an appeal once more epitomized by the Cambridge Congress, is linked to the perspectives it offers on that key problem.

CONSTRUCTION HISTORY AND HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGY

As I just pointed it out, while construction history can be considered as a branch of the history of technology, its position within this broader field appears as somewhat marginal. This marginal position is especially evident in the studies devoted to nineteenth- and twentieth-centuries technological evolution. For these studies are dominated by the question of industrialization. In standard accounts of the industrialization process, and despite its economic weight, the building industry is not usually scrutinized with the same attention as manufacturing. The importance given to construction is more pronounced for earlier periods like Antiquity or Middle Age, for sure. As a whole, history of technology has had nevertheless a tendency to concentrate on other questions than those that construction history is typically interested in.

There are reasons for that situation. Some of them are the direct product of the very specific way construction history has emerged as a field. Actually, construction history was among the first domains among those we place today within the realm of the history of technology to be extensively studied. Whereas industrial history was still in its infancy, an object of curiosity rather than a field of real inquiry, the nineteenth century was marked by the publication of major contributions to the history of construction like Gottfried
Semper's, Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc's or Auguste Choisy's writings. Many of these founding fathers were architects or engineers. Because of that, and although construction history claimed to follow the strict rules of archeology and scientific history, the domain bore the mark of doctrinal and professional concerns. For Semper or Viollet-le-Duc, the analysis of the construction techniques of the past was for instance inseparable from theoretical and practical questions pertaining to nineteenth-century architecture, to its fundamental incertitude regarding in what style and how to build in particular. This attitude is especially clear in Viollet-le-Duc's Lectures on Architecture in which the author tries to apply the Gothic approach to nineteenth-century architectural problems like the use of cast and wrought iron, an endeavor linked to the controversy that had risen between him and the architect Louis-Auguste Boileau a few years before the publication of his ambitious treatise.

Doctrinal and professional concerns have never entirely disappeared from the field. They are for example discernible in studies like David Billington's The Tower and the Bridge, or Kenneth Frampton's Studies in Tectonic Culture. In

---


3 This incertitude is well conveyed by the title of the German architect Heinrich Hübsch's 1828 essay: In welchen Style sollen wir bauen?, "In What Style Should We Build?". An English translation of this essay is to be found in H. Hübsch et al., In What Style Should We Build: The German Debate on Architectural Style, Santa Monica, The Getty Center for the History of Art and the Humanities, 1992.


both case, the agenda of the author is not only historical, but also professional.

Beside architects and engineers, historians of art began to delve into construction history towards the end of the nineteenth century. Because of the origins of its main contributors, let them be architects, engineers or historians of art, construction history was almost exclusively centered on physical objects, like buildings or structural types, like the Greek temple or the Gothic cathedral. There again, this feature remains to a certain extent the case today, despite the development of studies devoted to the building professions or the production and use of materials.

In summary, in its infancy construction history was marked by doctrinal and professional questions, as well as by the importance given to physical objects. Although the field has expanded in a spectacular manner, these two features are still present today even if it is in a much attenuated manner. After all, when taught, construction history is mainly present in architectural and engineering programs, or in history of art departments.

At its birth, modern history of technology was as for it an offspring of less professionally-oriented questions like the origins of industrialization. The links that developed soon between history of technology and history of economy contributed to orient history of technology towards problems like the general mechanisms of innovation. By the same token, history of technology rapidly abandoned the detailed study of tools and machines to give precedence to the analysis of processes, let them be purely technological or economical and social.

As I already said, these differences have decreased in the past years. Compared to what it was some twenty years ago, construction history is far more autonomous from the professions of architect or engineer today. From the study of the emergence and diffusion of new materials to the analysis of the social dynamics at play in the building industry, processes are far more present and the precedence given to objects has greatly diminished.
This trend is for instance easy to observe in the series of studies that have been devoted to the origin and development of concrete. Instead of focusing only on buildings and structural types, these studies have dealt with a complex mix of technological, economical and social dynamics. With the study of key entrepreneurs like Hennebique or the social structures of early American concrete industry by scholars like Gwenaël Delhumeau or Amy Slaton\(^6\), we are very far away from the traditional evocation of structural masterpieces created by major figures like Perret or Torroja.

This evolution is also discernible in more traditional domains like the study of Romanesque and Gothic construction. There also, the attention given to the economic and social aspects is a striking feature of many recent studies.

Construction history remains nevertheless special because of its connection to problems of design, often with an aesthetic dimension. Even when it is not integrated to an architectural or engineering program, construction history, especially when studying non-vernacular realizations; is confronted to design and aesthetics. Even when it deals with builders, like Guastavino currently studied by John Ochsendorf\(^7\), design and aesthetics are difficult to avoid. Because of this connection the domain is marked by two seemingly contradictory features.

The first one is the attention often paid to the dimensions of knowledge and theorization. Through question like stereotomy, the science of stone cutting, or structural design, construction history has for instance close ties with the history of geometry and mechanics The work of the late Eduardo Benvenuto, his *Scienza delle Costruzioni* in particular, or Joël Sakarovitch’s seminal study on stereotomy, *De la Coupe des Pierres à la Géométrie Descriptive*, are

---


\(^7\) J. Ochsendorf, "Los Guastavino y la Bóveda Tabicada en Norteamérica", in *Informes de la Construcción*, vol. 57, nº 496, April 2005, pp. 57-65.
representative of those ties. At another level, books like Bill Addis' *Structural Engineering* raise the question of a possible theorization of design. In that respect, construction history is far more preoccupied with intellectual and even cognitive aspects than other domains of the history of technology.

Conversely, construction history is also somewhat special in its extreme attention to technological details. Whereas it is often difficult to get an exact idea of the machines or the processes evoked in many historical studies of industrial innovation, numerous construction history studies are based on precise and often minute descriptions. Can one understand indeed a realization like Eiffel Nice Observatory without entering into the detail of its hydraulic mechanism?

This tension between the speculative and the factual is of course not a monopoly of construction history. It is however especially pronounced in the field. It contributes to give it a special flavor that is not to be found in other fields. But it reinforces at the same time the relative isolation of construction history within the larger realm of history of technology.

Are the features I have been evoking, from the enduring presence of professional concerns to the tension between the speculative and the factual a good or a bad thing? They represent for sure a challenge since they contribute to make the domain somewhat special. But they are at the same time full of opportunities, as I will try to show at the end of this presentation.

But before returning to this question, I would like to discuss now the relations between construction history and cultural history.

---


CONSTRUCTION HISTORY AND CULTURAL HISTORY

These relations are by no means less complex than those that exist between construction history and history of technology. What can construction history teach us regarding the culture of a given society, if one chooses to define culture as the system of shared values, representations and practices that make collective life possible?

For the nineteenth-century pioneers of the domain, these relations were self-evident. Viollet-le-Duc saw for instance Gothic as intimately linked to mediaeval urban culture. In his eyes, Gothic architecture was first inseparable from civic concerns. Cathedrals were supposed to serve these civic concerns by enabling gatherings. For the author of the *Dictionnaire raisonné*, the thin ribbed vault was the direct consequence of the high cost of materials and labor that characterized urban life. Its ribbed structure implied the use of flying-buttresses with the rigor of a mathematical theorem corollary. The lancet arch enabled a standardization of the stone cutting there again in accordance with the cost of materials and labor. Finally, Gothic was far more than a structural principle. It was a mode of reasoning, an attitude towards life that epitomized what was truly essential and by the same token modern in mediaeval urban life. In almost Hegelian fashion, it was because of these deep roots into the culture of its time, that Gothic could be considered as a universal model. Viollet-le-Duc did not advocate by the way the direct transposition of Gothic forms to nineteenth-century architecture. He was never a neo-gothic architect proper. What he wanted was to capture the fundamental spirit of adaptation to the condition of the time that characterized according to him Gothic architecture, hence his attempt at transposing the Gothic lesson to modern cast iron construction in his *Lectures on Architecture*.

In Viollet-le-Duc's just as in Semper's writings, construction problems were by the way inseparable from ornamental ones, the latter being also in close contact with the cultural practices of their time. Hence the parallel between the Egyptian capital and Egyptian hairstyle that was self-evident for Semper.
The belief that construction represents indeed a privileged expression of culture and that it is often linked to ornamental issues was to remain present until the end of the nineteenth century. It permeated for instance Louis Sullivan’s approach to the skyscraper problem. For the latter, the skyscraper was both a question of steel frame, as exemplified by Le Baron Jenney’s pioneering realizations like the Fair Store Building, and a problem of ornament. Both were eminently cultural. Both had to express the dynamic spirit of the time through constructive rigor as well as through the rhythmic quality of the ornamentation. This is among others the message carried by a masterpiece like his 1891 Wainwright Building in Saint Louis.

We are still convinced by those kinds of links when dealing with traditional societies and vernacular construction techniques. We have no difficulty for instance to relate the structure of the South Algerian M’Zab cities with the culture of the people who have built them.

Despite our greater familiarity with modern and contemporary western style construction techniques, their link to culture seems less evident at first. If we have no problem in relating major realizations like the 1851 Crystal Palace to the emerging culture of industrialization, we tend to be more cautious usually when dealing with other construction history topics, as if they belonged to a highly specialized domain that had no immediate connection with the broader issues that cultural history is usually interested in. Major technological innovations like the development of pre-stressed concrete during and after World War II seem for instance difficult to link to specific cultural issues.

---


The historian and the critic are usually mute on such a subject when they deal with objects like the very first pre-stressed bridges, the bridge on the river Oelde, built on the eve of World War II by the German company Wayss and Freitag for example.

Usually, when one tries to relate modern and contemporary constructive developments to cultural issues, one has to consider their impact on architecture and engineering. To make sense of François Hennebique's realizations, historians have for instance stressed the connection between his use of photography and the quest for a new objectivity that characterized around the same time modern art. This quest was to mark in its turn modern architecture. The similarity between the type of photography sponsored by Hennebique and those produced and manipulated later by Behrens and Le Corbusier is quite striking\textsuperscript{13}.

Another set of mediations can be provided by social and economical history as well as by general history of technology. Hennebique's practice can also be interpreted in the light provided by the advent of what historian Tom Hughes has called "large technological systems", systems raising specific problems of organization and control, systems that dwell also extensively on aggressive advertising\textsuperscript{14}. In that respect, with his complex system of patents, franchised offices and companies, and advertising media, Hennebique is a true contemporary of someone like Edison.

In a somewhat similar way, the recent history of space and pneumatic structures reproduces a tension between militaristic and technocratic dimensions and aspirations towards a greater degree of freedom that characterize many other aspects of the 1950s and 1960s technological and


social trajectory. Geodesic domes were to be found for example both in
Buckminster Fuller commissions for the military and in alternative
communities like Drop City. Similarly, the researches on inflatable structures
circulate from the military-industrial complex to 1968 counterculture15.

These links leave however aside intellectual and cognitive dimensions that
had been more systematically invoked by nineteenth-century authors like
Viollet-le-Duc. For the latter, Gothic was once more synonymous with a mode
of reasoning. This mode of reasoning was in its turn plugged into the broader
culture of the Middle Ages. Erwin Panovsky's 1951 famous essay Gothic
Architecture and Scholasticism was probably one of the last expressions of
this kind of approach16.

Panovsky's main argument, the analogy between the hierarchy of Gothic
architecture and the structure of scholastic reasoning was of course
disputable. Such an ambitious attempt at relating a construction mode as
extensive and varied as Gothic to the intellectual world is always risky.
Despite this risk and the confusion it can lead to, one cannot but be struck by
the fact that construction represents an endless source of metaphors, from
the vault that inspired Classical authors like Charles Perrault or Heinrich von
Kleist17, to the cantilever exalted in various contemporary writings. These
metaphors indicate that its relation to culture is far more profound than what
one might suppose at first.

On one side, construction points towards abstract and general thought. Even
if his analysis of Gothic was flawed by excessive generalization, Panovsky
was probably right in supposing that at some points in history, there are

15 M. Dessauce, The Inflatable Moment: Pneumatic and Protest in '68, New York, Princeton
17 Ch. Perrault, Pensées Chrétiennes, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, MS F 25575; H. von
Kleist, letter to Wilhelmine von Zenge, 18 november 1800, quoted in Bernard Vaudeville,
"Structure", in A. Picon (ed.), L'Art de l'Ingénieur: Constructeur, Entrepreneur, Inventeur,
connections between tectonic choices and intellectual preferences. At a much more limited scale than Panovsky, I have tried for instance in various articles to show how the theme of the primitive hut and the constructive pattern of trabeation have to do with the trend towards analytical reasoning that characterizes second-half-of-the-eighteenth-century France. The quest for structural clarity that explains the preference given to a clear-cut distinction between vertical and horizontal members, in other words, the preference given to the system of the column and entablature instead of the arch in various French eighteenth-century churches, the so-called freestanding column churches, has to do with a contemporary tendency to reason using systematic decomposition of complex objects into well-distinguished elements.

In a similar vein, contemporary structural creativity is clearly related to a series of evolution in the way we reason on nature. It bore for instance the mark of the dynamic interpretation of natural structures that expressed itself in the scientific work of Haeckel's or Darcy Thompson at the turn of the century, hence the enduring success of Thompson's book, *On the Growth of Form*, among architects and engineers. Later, from the 1950s on, it was to be marked by the notion of pattern that was developed in connection with cybernetics and system theory, a notion mobilized in the domain of the arts and design by a theorist like Gyorgy Kepes. All these connections represent a first side of what constructive metaphors are about.

On the other side, constructive metaphors have also to do with a much more intuitive level at which our understanding of the natural constraints is dependent on our historically determined perception of the body. In order to clarify what I mean by this dependence of the understanding of natural constraints.

---


constraints on the historically determined perception of the body, I would like
to start from a quotation from the famous Spanish engineer Eduardo Torroja.

In his 1957 book, *The Reason of Structural Types* Torroja wrote that "Vain
would be the enterprise of somebody who would propose himself to design a
structure without having understood to the backbone the mechanical
principles of inner equilibrium." Being an engineer, he saw those principles
and their interiorization as something that was independent from history. I
would like to challenge this position. For in the understanding to the backbone
of the mechanical principles of inner equilibrium we are necessarily indebted
to the way we perceive our body and its movements. In the past decades,
cultural historians have multiplied studies showing how this perception is to a
certain extent a social construct. Gravity, just like a certain number of
fundamental natural constraints is always perceived through the prism
constituted by our body, a historically determined body. By the same token,
one can suppose that the use of constructive schemes and patterns like
trabeation or cantilever is related to moments in our perception of the body.
From Torroja to Frank Lloyd Wright, the history of the relation between
cantilevered structures and the modern body, the heroic modern body,
remains to be written.

Strangely, or perhaps not so strangely after all, the tendency towards
theorization that permeates construction history has not led to the full
exploration of the two aspects I have just evoked. Its strong connection to
design, to engineering in particular, might be partly responsible for that.
Indeed, there is a marked reluctance on the part of engineers to recognize the
culturally determined character of constructive choices. Far from me of course
the intention to transform all these choices into social constructs. Gravity and
similar natural constraints are certainly not social in essence. All that I am
arguing here is that their interpretation is always historically determined. This

---

20 E. Torroja, *Les Structures architecturales. Leur Conception, leur réalisation*, Burgos,
interpretation has among other things strong links with the historical perception of the body that is an integral part of culture.

In a forthcoming book, the French historian of architecture Laurent Baridon has been able to relate in a convincing way the generalization of concrete with the preoccupation to mold the user of architecture at the turn of the century, a preoccupations shared by many architects and engineers at the time.\(^{21}\)

This line of inquiry might lead us to questions like what will be the constructive consequence of the digital subject and body that is emerging under our eyes. Does it imply for instance the end of traditional tectonic evidence in favor of a systematic quest for formal complexity? In works like Frank Gehry's ones, this formal complexity leads to an even more radical dissociation between form and tectonics.\(^{22}\) There might be link between this condition and the perspectives opened by the blurring of the traditional distinction between the natural and the artificial, the organic and the prosthetic. Gehry's, Foreign Office's and Toyo Ito's contemporary realization are all marked by a growing gap between the architectural intention and the structural reality of the building. Have they to do with the cyborg condition evoked by authors like Donna Haraway? Toyo Ito himself refers to the dual condition of a contemporary subject both organic and technological, a compound of flesh, mechanical and electronic parts.\(^{24}\)

There again, we have less trouble establishing this kind of parallel between traditional cultures and their specific techniques of construction. Ethnological


\(^{22}\) This crisis is at the core of Frampton's attempt to resurrect the modernist tectonic approach. Cf. A. Picon, "Architecture and the Virtual: Towards a New Materiality?", in *Praxis: Journal of Writing+Building*, n° 6, 2004, pp. 114-121.


accounts are full of analysis of vernacular indigenous construction and their relation to cosmology and body culture. We should probably be at least as ambitious when dealing with our own constructions. In that respect at least, we have to rediscover the nineteenth-century lesson, even if it was often flawed by racial and social prejudice.

A LINK BETWEEN TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE

My previous remarks were not aimed at limiting the study of the relations between construction history and cultural history to the two poles of intellectual preference, what sociologist Pierre Bourdieu called intellectual 
\textit{habitus}, and down-to-earth bodily experience. I am simply advocating a broadening in order to reach these two poles instead of the self limiting attitude that prevails generally.

Now, construction history seems to me placed today in a very strategic position between history of technology and cultural history. In an original way linked to some of its idiosyncrasies, it might very well be able bring convincing answers to some very contemporary problems that history of technology has tried to address in the past decades. By doing so, it may contribute to a better articulation between history of technology and cultural history.

One of the key issues in recent history of technology and technology studies has been to denaturalize technology and technological progress, in other words to show how it is socially constructed\textsuperscript{25}. In that respect, construction history might play an important role because of its seemingly natural basis. Fundamental notions of construction history like materials or structure seem indeed to have an even stronger natural basis than notions used in other

\footnotesize
domains of technological history. The time has perhaps come to study how they are just as socially constructed as other notions.

Let us take for instance the notion of material. Materials seem at first defined only by nature and its laws. Even when they are artificially produced like concrete or plastics, they follow for sure these laws. But the very notion of material is actually dependent on cultural factors.

To give you an example, the implicit definition of a material that was common at the time of the First Industrial Revolution was based on the assumption that materials presented a relatively low degree of organization, when compared to more sophisticated natural or human structures. Steel was a material in that sense. The case of wood was for sure more ambiguous because of its organic origin and its fibers, but a beam was clearly made of something less structural than the assemblage that constituted a roof.

Before that time, the notion was much more complex. Men lived in a world in which there was first of all no clear-cut demarcation line between the inorganic and the organic, or between a level of organization characteristic of a material and a more structural level. This explains how bones could be for instance considered as a material in the French city of Nantes until the second half of the eighteenth century. Materials could often display a greater degree of organization than the structures they were part of.

Today, we are probably returning to a conception closer to the pre-industrial one with all our researches on composite and smart materials and the tendency to answer more and more questions at the level of material design rather than structural design.

---

The very definition of what we consider as a material by opposition to what we see as a structure is a cultural construct. Materials are culturally and socially constructed at many other levels. Their properties for instance are the result of complex negotiation processes between various actors. What does it mean to be hard, waterproof or durable? Each of these terms implies experiments, negotiation on the results of these experiments, normalization processes\textsuperscript{27}. It is through that kind of process that reinforced concrete, which was at first interpreted as a series of structural systems became gradually a material.

Similar analysis can be conducted on the notion of structure. Far from being given by nature, it is there again a cultural construct. As I have tried to show in various contributions, our present notion is strongly indebted to the eighteenth-century legacy, to the rediscovery of Gothic and to a fluidic interpretation of the efforts developing within matter, a conception that was to lead eventually to nineteenth-century mechanics of continuous materials\textsuperscript{28}. It is no hazard in that respect if the founder of the new discipline, Cauchy, was to be inspired by Euler's analysis of fluids dynamics\textsuperscript{29}.

Beside the deconstruction of notions like material or structure and the denaturalization of technology it induces, another interesting aspect of construction history is the importance of linguistic problems, of questions of pertinent vocabulary. There again, contemporary history of technology has become more and more sensitive to this kind of issue. It has always been extremely present in construction history. In construction and civil engineering, professional identities are often linked to specific ways to designate things. This well epitomized by the famous engraving of D'Aviler's \textit{Dictionnaire d'Architecture} that collates the names of moldings according to architects with their equivalents for workers.


\textsuperscript{28} A. Picon, \textit{op. cit.}

Construction changes often possess a systemic dimension that is there again of interest for history of technology at large. It is for example well-known that the Chicago skyscraper is not only a question of steel frame. It is inseparable from a set of innovations ranging from foundations techniques to electricity and elevators\textsuperscript{30}.

This systemic dimension is all the more interesting for history of technology that it is permeated with a strong project and design aspect. In the past years, because of the evolution of contemporary technology and its increasing by design component, this aspect has gradually become crucial for historians of technology.

It is striking to observe how all these features are related to the growing interweaving of history of technology and cultural history that is taking place nowadays. The notion of social construction of technology refers precisely to this connection between technology and culture\textsuperscript{31}. Because it seems at first the most resistant to the notion of social construction, while revealing strangely porous to it at closer glance, construction history is capable of playing a key role in the articulation between studies of technology and approaches of culture.

Conversely, construction history may also contribute to a greater awareness of the importance of material determinations in the analysis of culture. Culture is situated; culture is always eminently local in its production: these are some of the key points made by recent cultural history. In their seminal book on seventeenth-century science, \textit{Leviathan and the Air Pump}, Simon Schaffer and Simon Shapin have shown for instance how even scientific knowledge, supposedly the most universal of all cultural expressions, is rooted in local


debates and practices. An essential point in their argument is how science is not a set of pure theoretical propositions detached from material reality. Theoretical statements, like those regarding the existence or not of void in seventeenth-century science, are to the contrary inseparable from concrete questions of experimentation, and those questions are rooted in their turn very in local contexts. Nobody was ever able to build an air pump in the seventeenth-century without having being in physical contact with an existing one\textsuperscript{32}.

Being both plugged into very general cultural issues, as I have tried to show previously, while remaining at the same time almost always local, construction history can there again bring a useful contribution to our growing awareness of the material dimension of culture.

In a discipline or sub-discipline history, the first phase is usually marked by the thorough investigation of the field proper, of its various possibilities and riches. Then the discovery and exploration of its frontiers becomes a necessity. Finally these frontiers are crossed again and again, and new insights and understanding are brought from outside whereas the discipline becomes also fruitful to other fields. History of construction has passed the first moment of emergence or the phase of consolidation. Now, the time has probably come to exchange more intensely with the exterior world, within the greater realm of history.